Measuring the electrophysiological effects of direct electrical stimulation after awake brain surgery.
Direct electrical stimulation (DES) at 60 Hz is used to perform real-time functional mapping of the brain, and guide tumor resection during awake neurosurgery. Nonetheless, the electrophysiological effects of DES remain largely unknown, both locally and remotely. In this study, we lowered the DES frequency to 1 -- 10 Hz and we used a differential recording mode of electro-corticographic (ECoG) signals to improve the focality with a simple algorithm to remove the artefacts due to the response of the acquisition chain. Doing so, we were able to observe different components in the evoked potentials triggered by simulating the cortex or the subcortical white matter pathways near the recording electrodes and by stimulating the cortex remotely from the recording site. More particularly, P0 and N1 components were repeatedly observed on raw ECoG signals without the need to average the data. This new methodology is important to probe the electrophysiological states and the connectivity of the brain in vivo and in real-time, namely to perform electrophysiological brain mapping on human patients operated in the neurosurgical room and to better understand the electrophysiological spreading of DES.